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F

irstly I have been
very fortunate in
... and over the phone their
the fact that I
Aerobics Coordinator told me
work in a reasonably
she had never come across my
open-minded industry
'kind' before
which is the Fitness
Industry. I changed all
my certificates over to my female name and this was done without a
problem. Then I waited for my body to feminize enough before I
approached a fitness centre to work at.

The first centre I approached was Newtown Gym and they rostered me on for
classes immediately. I have been teaching there for about two months now and
I have become quite a popular instructor. The curiosity factor that I am
I know teaching [fitness] has given me a lot
transgender certainly helped to bring people along to my classes but the bottom
of confidence and I do it not only because
line is that if I couldn't teach then I would be out the door. I am very indebted to
it is a job but because I love it.
Newtown Gym for giving me the opportunity to teach again. Another centre that
I have approached is Fitness Network and their coordinator is going to give me
and audition in the next couple of weeks, so things are happening.
I have my Level 2 Certificate, have been teaching for nine years and have taught in many of Sydney's leading fitness centres when I
was male. But this counts for nothing when teaching with my new identity. I have to work that much harder now to get work because
male instructors are in more demand.
I have one case of discrimination since teaching as a woman. I approached Pace Fitness Centre at Bondi Junction for work. I rang
them and over the phone their Aerobics Coordinator told me she had never come across my 'kind' before. Then she told me I didn't
sound very female over the phone. I said that if she met me in person then she would realise that I didn't look, and wasn't very male
anymore. What annoys me is that how does she know that the girl that served her in the shoe shop isn't transgender or the guy who
services her car isn't a tranny guy. What they don't realise is that we are everywhere and in time we blend into society.
Beside that one isolated incident, people in the fitness industry have been fantastic and when I visit my old centres where I taught as a
male, everyone is great and tells me how fantastic I look. A couple of centres didn't even realise who I was until I told them.
I was a solid boy and now as a female I look like a gladiator woman when I teach but I do love the look of my body and how I have
feminized. Every week I see my body get better and better.
I know we are often vilified in society and a lot of tranny girls think that all they can do is sex work but we all have individual talents and
tranny girls and guys you are not useless, use these talents and remember above all you are people and you deserve a fair go in
society. The anti-discrimination bill will definitely make things better for us.
I know teaching has given me a lot of confidence and I do it not only because it is a job but because I love it.
My next project? I would like to compete in the National Teams Aerobics Championships. It is teams of three competing against each
other and because men compete against women in this competition we would not be discriminated against because of our
transgenderism. So if any tranny girls or guys with a dance or gymnastics background are interested in forming a team with me you can
contact me through the Gender Centre.
Remember tranny girls and guys follow your dreams and you can do anything and conquer adversity if you put your mind to it.
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The Gender Centre is committed to developing and providing services and activities, which enhance the ability of people with gender issues to
make informed choices. We offer a wide range of services to people with gender issues, their partners, family members and friends in New South
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service providers. The Gender Centre is committed to educating the public and service providers about the needs of people with gender issues. We
specifically aim to provide a high quality service, which acknowledges human rights and ensures respect and confidentiality.

